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Jakarta Struts for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Reduce development time, increase maintainability, and take charge of your code
Find out how Jakarta Struts can support your pages and keep the Java hot!     

You’ll know more than beans about Jakarta Struts after you’ve spent a little time with this book! It’ll get you up and running with the popular open source...
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Core Servlets and Javaserver Pages: Advanced Technologies, Vol. 2 (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2007
Java EE is the technology of choice for e-commerce applications, interactive Web sites, and Web-enabled services. Servlet and JSP technology provides the link between Web clients and server-side applications on this platform. Core Servlets and JavaServer Pages, Volume 2: Advanced Technologies, Second Edition, is the...
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Jakarta Struts Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2003

	
		Web tier frameworks have soared in popularity over the past year or so due to the increasing complexity of Java itself, and the need to get more work done with fewer resources. Developers who used to spend hours and hours writing low-level features can use a well-written framework to build the presentation tier so they start coding...
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Programming Jakarta Struts, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2004
Over the last few years, web development has turned a very important  corner. Gone are the days when Java™ developers  wrestled with a single JSP that contained presentation logic,  database access via SQL, and navigational intelligence. Java web  developers have learned from their mistakes, paid the price in  debugging and...
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Ant: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2002
Ant is the premiere build management tool for use in Java environments. Unlike traditional build management tools such as GNU Make, Ant is itself written in Java, is platform independent, and interfaces well with the utilities in Sun's Java software development kit (SDK). In addition to being platform independent, Ant is also independent of the...
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Struts Kick StartSams Publishing, 2002
Learn to build applications with Jakarta Struts, the most popular JSP development framework. Struts Kick Start is a "hands-on" book filled with sample applications and code snippets you can reuse, and in-depth coverage of new features in Struts 1.1. If you are looking for a practical book that "shows you how to do it", then...
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Pro Jakarta Struts, Second EditionApress, 2004
Pro Jakarta Struts, Second Edition maps out how to use the Jakarta  Struts framework, so you can solve everyday web application development  challenges. This book takes an application-centric approach: the development of  an application drives the Struts coverage—not the other way around.

Improper design can lead to long...
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Pro Jakarta Tomcat 5Apress, 2004
Ideal for Tomcat administrators and those who wish to configure Tomcat, this succinct text describes configuration files, as well as administration features like security, auto-deployment, remote deployment, and datasources.

Java was initially released in the mid-1990s as a way to liven up static Web...
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Apache Jakarta and Beyond : A Java Programmer's IntroductionAddison Wesley, 2004
The Jakarta project consists of many powerful open source tools for the Java platform, but most lack tutorials or clear online help documentation. Apache Jakarta and Beyond is the definitive guide to using Jakarta and other Java open source tools to develop Web...
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Pro SpringApress, 2005
Recently, the Java world has witnessed a dramatic shift away  from so-called "heavyweight" architectures such as Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB)  toward lighter weight frameworks such as Spring. Complex and container-dependent  services, such as ORM, and transaction management systems have been replaced  with simpler...
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Programming Jakarta StrutsO'Reilly, 2002
As popular as the Struts Framework for building web applications with Servlets and JSPs is becoming, the online documentation is inadequate, focusing on the most basic functionality and leaving out information crucial to developers writing today's complex web applications. O'Reilly's Programming Jakarta Struts was written by Chuck Cavaness...
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Professional Struts Applications: Building Web Sites with Struts ObjectRelational Bridge, Lucene, and Velocity (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2003
Building maintainable and extensible web applications requires significant  design and planning before even a single line of code can be written. But when  you leverage development frameworks, you can overcome the many challenges of  web-based development. This book maps out the Jakarta Struts framework, to help  you solve everyday web...
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